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Shortest Way Home by Miriam Parker
Despite having a fast track to a successful professional and romantic life in Manhattan, Hannah leaves it all to take a job helping to save a failing Sonoma winery.

Suicide Club by Rachel Heng
Possessing genetic advantages that offer the potential for immortality in a nearfuture New York City, a high-achieving trader dealing in human organs is forced to
choose between her future and her estranged father's suicide-oriented circle.

America for Beginners by Leah Franqui
A widow from India travels to California to learn the truth about what happened to
the son who was declared dead shortly after he revealed his sexual orientation to
their traditional family. A first novel.

Dear Mrs. Bird by AJ Pearce
An adventurous young woman takes a typist job to assist the war effort and lands in
the employ of a renowned advice columnist before she begins secretly replying to
heart-wrenching letters rejected as unsuitable. A first novel.

Orchid and the Wasp by Caoilinn Hughes
An iron-willed young woman comes of age while traveling through London, Dublin
and New York to secure her dysfunctional family's future after the departure of her
career-oriented father. A first novel.

Fruit of the Drunken Tree by Ingrid Rojas Contreras
A debut novel by an award-winning writer is set against the violence of 1990s Columbia and follows a sheltered girl and a teen maid, who forge an unlikely friendship that threatens to undo them both.

Baby Teeth by Zoje Stage
An ailing woman fights to protect her family from her mute daughter's psychologically manipulative schemes, which are complicated by her doting husband's denial
about their daughter's true nature. A first novel.

OK, Mr. Field by Katharine Kilalea
Retiring to a Cape Town beachhouse inspired by Le Corbusier's Villa Savoye, an injured concert pianist begins to experience the psychological consequences of the
house's unusual design. A first novel by the author of One Eye'd Leigh.

Eden by Andrea Kleine
After being abducted as children, Hope and Eden follow two very different courses,
with Eden cutting off her family; and, when their abductor is up for parole, Hope
must find her sister so that their testimony can keep him in jail.

The Shades by Evgenia Citkowitz
Withdrawing from her working life a year after her daughter's death, a London gallerist retires to a Georgian country manor and bonds with a beguiling young woman before the demons of the past complicate their relationship.

The Family Tabor by Cherise Wolas
Five members of a family confront the lies upon which their lives are built and the
price they paid for second chances over the course of a psychologically charged
weekend. By the author of The Resurrection of Joan Ashby.

